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Svs prime satellites

Prime Series Satellites have been designed to challenge speaker conventions, utilizing SVS audio passion and expertise that transcend everything you might expect from such a small and versatile speaker, providing a truly world class listening experience. No compromise. Paired with our acclaimed SB-1000 subwoofer and its 300 Watts
performance, the 2.1 system provides a complete multi-channel experience for movies and music: audiophile accuracy that hits every note and yields every word, a cinemanic dynamic that brings scenes to life, all for unprecedented value and boasts a compact size to work in every room. Ordinary soundbars simply do not stand a chance
against the strength, depth and detail of this system. Prime Series Satellites have been designed to challenge speaker conventions, utilizing SVS audio passion and expertise that transcend everything you might expect from such a small and versatile speaker, providing a truly world class listening experience. No compromise. Paired with
our acclaimed SB-1000 subwoofer and its 300 Watts performance, the 5.1 system provides a complete multi-channel experience for movies and music: audiophile accuracy that hits every note and yields every word, a cinemanic dynamic that brings scenes to life, all for unprecedented value and boasts a compact size to work in every
room. Ordinary soundbars simply do not stand a chance against the strength, depth and detail of this system. WHAT'S INCLUDED? Network | Prime Satellite x 2 Surrounds | Prime Satellite x 2 Center | Prime Satellite Subwoofer | The SB-1000 SVS Prime Satellite speakers may be small, but don't be be tempted. Still pack a powerful
punch and draw on all the expertise from the development team at SVS to produce a satellite speaker that really stands out from the crowd. Combining rigorous design, meticulous build quality with the best possible components, SVS Prime Satellite speakers are extremely capable and can be used efficiently independently, in combination
with a subwoofer or in a larger home theater. They also provide fantastic flexibility in places where space is limited due to the compact size of the enclosure and specially dedicated wall bracket. Try linking SVS Prime Satellite speakers to Tower or Elevation speakers from the Prime series for a system with perfect tonal mapping. Details1
Aluminium Dome Tweeter4.5 Mid Range Polypropylene Cone DriverSoundMatch Crossover Network: 2-way crossover with premium capacitors, air-core inductors and heavy-stop printed circuit boards1 wide-extended rear-firing portNominal impedance: 8 ohmsDimilar bandwidth: 69 Hz-25 kHz (+/-3 dB)Sensitivity: 85 dB (2.83V @ 1m full
space, 300-3kHz)5-way stowthing posts Black ash and piano gloss black surface optionsKeyway bracket components for easy and comfortable wall mounting (including extra bumper for wall weaning)Total dimensions: (H)22.5 x (W)12.5 x (D)16.0 (including grille and bumper foot)Recommended amplifier power: 20-150 wattsLastless
power: 3.0 kg © 1996-2015, Amazon.com, Inc. or its Prime Satellite 5.1 Surround Sound System is a super compact home theater system with five massive Prime Satellite speakers and a surprisingly powerful SB-1000 Subwoofer. Punches above its weight and class size make absorbing surround sound home sound into any small-
medium sized room. Package Overview Prime Series Satellites have been designed to challenge speaker conventions, utilizing SVS audio passion and expertise that transcend everything you might expect from such a small and versatile speaker, providing a truly world-class listening experience. No compromise. Paired with our
acclaimed SB-1000 subwoofer and its 300 Watts performance, the 5.1 system provides a complete multi-channel experience for movies and music: audiophile accuracy that hits every note and yields every word, a cinemanic dynamic that brings scenes to life, all for unprecedented value and boasts a compact size to work in every room.
Ordinary soundbars simply do not stand a chance against the strength, depth and detail of this system. Prime Satellite From the moment you feel the weight of a prime satellite speaker, it's clear that no satellite speaker has ever offered this level of audiophile design, cutting-edge components, and precise build quality. The jets thunder
through the sky. Bullets are scratching your ears. Prime Satellites simply outsmers small and tin surround speakers designed to be more molded than the artist. Prime Satellites revolutionized surround speakers–in fact, they employ many of the same components as their larger brothers in Prime and Ultra lines. Strategically placed, Prime
Satellites create awe-inspiring realism and seamless sound transitions from front-to-back and from side to side. When the lights dim and your score disappears, it floods your room with dynamic audio realism and action. Carefully expressed and sound-coordinated, Prime Satellites are designed to blend with SVS towers, racks, or in a
system all their own for endless listening options. Subwoofer SB-1000 As a stick of dynamite, the SB-1000 is easy to hide – but its impact is hard to ignore. These are the most SVS-bass that can be condensed into 13 packages. Pumping from many fast, clean, lower ends – the punches from the action scene hit you right in the stomach.
When it's party time, your music comes to life - bass lines are tight and drum beats never muddy. Elegantly toned with premium black ash, glossy piano black or shiny piano white, it fits any décor. And yet it's small enough to tuck into a corner if you need to keep it out of the way. To maximize the impact of your home theater — with
minimal footprint — you can pair two SB-1000 devices — one per side of your room. For great film and musical enjoyment, in a small package, go with the SB-1000. All set for prime-time entertainment? Specs Reviews Discussion (3) Home AV Review CFP: £850.00 Some manufacturers are so indelibly associated with the production of a
certain style of product that the idea of them makes them something radically different is hard to imagine. We're not looking at Cadillac to make another supermini, Gieves and Hawkes for beach wear or Burger King for a Michelin star. This does not mean that if pressed, society could not do something like this, but they have found their
place and doing something radically different should not make a huge sense. It tends to work best in sectors that are not in the midst of a massive state of flow. Rigid gluing to the product type in the AV in 2015 is not the perfect recipe for success, as conventional categories shrink and new ones take their place. That's why we've seen
high-end manufacturers make compact lifestyle products, speaker manufacturers do electronics and absolutely everyone does soundbars. Among these changes, the JRC looked quite unusual as a company that was sticking to its weapons. This meant that the company continued to make hefty bass augmentation a priority and in
fairness, if you're as good as the JRC is, there would be little reason to change. Recently, the company added passive speakers to its range, but all this was suitably hefty and in line with brand perception. What you see here is a bit of a departure. Prime speakers are the new entry line of passive models from SVS and include a truly small
Prime Satellite speaker. Put five of them and a fairly compact SB1000 in one place and you have the most unSVS as a compact system–does it work though? The SVS is based on five identical speakers. This is the smallest member of the Prime range, logically named Satellite. The small is actually usable here, just as the satellite stands
just 22 cm tall and 8 wide. Impressively, the SVS managed to find space to cram a 4.5 inch Polypropylene medium bass driver and a 1 inch aluminum tweeter into the cabinet. This means that although it is a fairly compact piece of equipment, prime is equipped like many conventional library-based systems and despite being slightly
smaller than the Q Acoustics 3010 that passed for review at a similar time, it boasts only a reported frequency response that is 1 Hz smaller than the larger 3010. The drivers are arranged in a conventional tweeter up, midbass down method and their response is extended by the rear burning port. It has a relatively small 1 inch bore and in
practice seems relatively quiet even with the speakers working hard. Whether it interferes with the integral wall mount that the SVS can fit on the back of each speaker is hard to say how to get these speakers on is beyond the scope of the review, but it could be that Prime is a little happier for free located rather than directly against the
vertical surface. More eagle eyes between you will notice that the Prime system, as tested here, has no dedicated center speaker. There is one in the Prime series, but for simplicity, size and price reasons, the center channel is processed by an identical speaker on the left and right channels. In practice, prime seems unhelpful when
placed on one side to fit into the mid-flight and is not under more pressure than most satellite rivals. . Primes are based on the smallest SVS sub batch. The SB1000 is, as the perfectly logical naming process suggests, a closed design with a single 12-inch front fire controller. This is motivated by a 300 watt 'toy' amplifier which should
ensure there is enough oomph for most requirements. The SB1000 is a truly compact design judged as a subwoofer, let alone as a sub SVS and there aren't many 12 inch designs I know that are so small, let alone smaller than this. Around the back, the SB1000 does without some DSP wizards of more expensive models, but still gives
you a high level, line level and dedicated LFE connection. Unlike the growing subset of the competition, there is no remote control, but all other controls- including a fully adjustable phase control that provides much more flexibility than a simple 0-180 switch - are usefully complex and should ensure that the SB1000 is easy. Prime
showcases many positive attributes of SVS products, albeit in miniature. Everything is perfectly logical in terms of design and layout and both the speakers and submarine feel very well assembled. The review sample was delivered in an optional high gloss design (more of them in a bit) and like other pieces I've seen from the SVS so
finished, the quality of the work is very high level without bumps, lumps or imperfections. It is also nice looking for a set of speakers. The JRC has taken the decision that Prime- even in the small size it has here- never disappears into the room with quite a few touches, such as the bemited leading edges of the satellite and the curved
corners of the SB1000 to make it more than a collection of different box sizes. Even this feeling of quality is not limited to cosmetics. Drivers feel extremely burly and other forgings such as speaker terminals are quality items. Finally, it's a system that is unpretentious about location. While my reservations about supporting them directly on
the wall stand, I found that Primes are happy on kiosks, on shelves and other furniture. The SB1000 is also easy to spot thanks to its small footprint and flexible phase adjustment. Unlike several offers I've tried over the years, it's not a system that would have trouble uk lounge. The disadvantages of the JRC as a system are commendably
limited. The reported sensitivity is low at 85dB/w, but this does not seem to translate into a particularly challenging speaker in practice. As for the relatively smart glossy surface review samples, it adds £150 to list prices and given that standard black ash is likely to be well completed, but rather Wednesday, it needs to be counted towards
the desired Primes price if you are going to be in the lounge or otherwise on display. I don't envy the price premium - it's proportionally lower than the Q Acoustics charges, for example, on the 3000 series - but since Primes images can show shine as the default surface, you have to take into account that it's not standard. Everything is
perfectly logical in terms of design and layout and both the speakers and submarine feel very well assembled. SVS passed right after the Q Acoustics 3000 Series and was tested with the Yamaha RX-A3040, Cambridge Audio 752BD, Sky HD and Panasonic GT60 Plasma allowing Netflix, iPlayer et al all in turn connected to the IsoTek
Evo 3 Aquarius mains conditioner. Each Prime was placed on the Soundstyle Z60 speaker stand and the SB1000 was tested at the front and back of the room. The material used included Blu Ray, broadcast and on-demand TELEVISION material and lossless and high FLAC content, as well as on-demand services such as Spotify and
Tidal. The SVS looked very new on arrival, so it was left to run for a few days on the veteran Yamaha RX-V3900, while the Q Acoustics went through the testing process. This meant that Prime had some big shoes to fill when it took residence in my listening room and the good news is that it has its own. In terms of presentation, Prime is a
different kind of speaker than Q Acoustics. Where the 3000 series is extremely refined and rather relaxed, the SVS is a detailed, fast and enthusiastic artist. This means that the re-watched Kingsman-Secret Service on the JRC is a more visceral and ballistic experience. There is more high frequency energy and slightly (and only slightly)
more front edge on the way the JRC handles information. The SVS has enough experience with its drivers to go a neat line between generating this excitement and not flipping over and becoming cruel or aggressive. Much of it will come down to saying and will also depend on partner equipment. With the wonderfully smooth and
controlled Yamaha RX-A3040, the SVS is an extremely exciting partner. If your AV receiver is brighter or more aggressive, you may find it too good a thing, but equally one person is clear, the other is neutral, so your miles may vary. There is no doubt that, however, if the partnership act is correct, the JRC a truly cinematic performance.
With an 80Hz crossover set, the satellite can deliver enough power to make a real presence and ensure that the SB1000 is not asked to take too much. Handing over five identical speakers is, predictably, seamless, and the center channel can handle on-screen dialogue and action perfectly. I'm sure the dedicated center could be slightly
better, but the compensation is really an excellent handover between the front three speakers. Like Q Acoustics, Prime is pretty directional and you'll most likely have to toy with the toe and location to get everything just right, but the results are well worth it. Working in the background, the SB1000 is kind of like a star. Due to its compact
design and lack of radiators or porting, the SB1000 produces truly deep, clean bass. If the pros and cons between 3000 Series and Prime Satellites is to give and take personal preferences, the competition between submarines is much more one-sided. The SVS is undoubtedly more expensive, but it delivers performance that is suddenly
more nuanced and detailed while allowing for more shoving and impact. The more conventional shape also makes it easier to customize. No aspect of prime performance really changes when you switch to TV. The SB1000 may be a little less sure bass from the Pro-Logic II signal rather than the dedicated LFE channel, but otherwise
Prime is as happy on a boring weekday night handling Celebrity MasterChef as it is on movie night. There is the slightest sense that the lower sensitivity of Prime means it can become partially embedded at lower levels, but not chronically so. There is no doubt that if the partner act is correct, the JRC can actually deliver a cinematic



performance. Using Yamaha as a UPnP server, Prime is a game of two halves in music. Although the quoted frequency response of the satellite is roughly the same as the Q Acoustics 3010, and so something you could try without a submarine, my experience suggests that it is not particularly effective. Where Q Acoustics manages to
hide its limited bass expansion quite well, Prime seems to be rolled out sharply, leaving the feeling that there should be more to the performance. The sharp top end and excellent vocal control do not fully compensate for this. Performance like system 2.1 firmly indicates that the SVS has little intention of using the satellite as a stereo
speaker without a submarine. The SB1000 again injects real air quality to Prime performance. I still can't really look forward to most 2.1 systems, but it's fast enough, well integrated enough, and above all fun enough to provide enjoyable performance. If you are satisfied with listening in 2.1, Prime is over the task of providing good Pros
Incredibly exciting and powerful sound Impressive subwoofer Excellent surface and assembly Cons Needs sub to work in stereomesspic sensitivity works best with a little volume behind it. Coming right after a truly incredible set of budget speakers in the form of Q Acoustics, the slightly more expensive SVS system has its work cut out. So
it's a tribute to how well sorted Prime is that they both hold their own and - in my opinion at least - justifies a price premium above the 3000 series. Slightly smaller dimensions and an excellent finish (acceptance you paid for shine on both) give Prime a slight edge in the room of friendliness and a more conventional shaped sub is easier to
save too. And it is the submarine that does the most to justify the extra asking price of the SVS. Speakers trade points in different categories and the final call on which is best would rest partly on your partner electronics, but the SB1000 gives Prime an advantage over most sub/sat rivals that it never loses. The expertise the SVS has in
subwoobory really shows, and that means that even though this system is a bit of a departure for the JRC, the things that mark the tick really show. Sound quality • • • • • • • • • • • • . 9 Assembly quality • • • • • • • • • • • . 9 value for money • • • • • • • • • . . 8 Verdict • • • • • • • • • • • • • . 9 Reviews Specification Discussion (3) (3)
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